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Abstract 
One approach to protected systems is from first to last the examination of audit trails or logs. An audit trail is a 
evidence of all procedures that take place in a system and across a network, it provides a outline of user/system 
events so that safety measures events can be associated to the actions of a specific individual or system element. In 
the optimum path evaluation of a process working with the audit log of the system generated by our data format, a  
different kinds of processes accessed during the different user session .our proposed work is based on the concept 
of forensic activities and the process mining, where we introduce a new process analysis method by which we 
discover what the users next application. 
Keywords - Audit Logs, reference graph building,forensic,optimum path evaluation, process mining. 
 
I.     INTRODUCTION 
       In auditing log file investigations use of  Process mining stands for a set of techniques to analyze process 
models and logs. However, the extent to which it can be used for security auditing that has not been investigated. 
the data examined may not contain the contents but just discloses activities that were electronically conducted by 
the criminals. In this paper, our primary concerns mostly address the auditing log files, that is, we are only 
concerned with users’ activities and determine the meaning of the sequence of the activities indirectly. Indeed, 
only retrieving the user’s malicious activities from the auditing log files is very challenging. The system log file 
contains events that are logged by the operating system components. These events are often predetermined by 
the operating system itself. System log files may contain information about device changes, device drivers, 
system changes, events, operations and more .Mining and analysis of this system access log can be helpful for 
extracting different kind of security applications, forensic applications or performance matrix application. there 
are a large amount of efforts and applications based on data mining is found in different domain of knowledge 
processing but with process mining that is too rare. 
Process mining aims at improving this by providing techniques and tools for discovering process, control, data, 
organizational, and social structures from event logs. The goal of process mining is to extract information about 
processes from transaction logs. We assume that it is possible to record events such that- 
 (i) each event refers to an activity (i.e., a well-denned step in the process), 
(ii) each event refers to a case (i.e., a process instance),  
(iii) each event can have a performer also referred to as originator (the actor executing or initiating the activity), 
and 
(iv)Events have a timestamp and are totally ordered. 
         In the proposed work we are working with the audit log of the system which is generated by our data format 
different kinds of processes accessed during the different user session, our proposed work is based on the concept 
of forensic activities and the process mining, where we introduce a new process analysis method by which we 
discover what the users next application.  
The goal of mining this perspective is to and a good characterization of all possible paths. 
         The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews auditing log files and Background work; 
Section III proposes work ; Section IV explains how to construct a Directed Graph and working of  logs according 
to events   and shows similarity function; Section V proposed system architecture; finally, we conclude the paper in 
Section VI. 
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I. BACKGROUND WORK 
A. Auditing Events 
 1. Audit Log: It is security relevant chronological record, set of records, source and destination of records 
showing who has an accessed a computer system and what operation he or she performed during a given period of 
time. Audit logs/trails are useful both for maintaining security for recovering lost transaction such as financial 
transaction , scientific research and health care data transaction or communication by individual people, system or 
other activity. 
2. System Log: The system log file contains events that are often predetermined by operating system itself. The 
system log directive display profit use of the syslog(System Log) mechanism and instead redirect all logging 
output to the specified filename. The filename argument should contain an absolute path and should not be to a 
file in a non existent directory, in a world-write able directory or be a symbolic link use of this directive 
overrides any facility set by the syslog facility directives. System log files may contains information about 
device change, device derivers, system change, events operations. 
3. Error Logs : The Error Log view captures all the warnings and errors logged by plug-ins. The underlying log 
file is a .log file stored in the .metadata subdirectory of the workspace. 
Example of error log : 
Fig.1 Error LogsEvents in the log view can be sorted by Message, Plug-in ID or Date in ascending or descending 
order. Simply click on the column header that you want the sorting to be based on. In most of the cases auditing 
log files are ordered in a time sequential manner, two consecutive logs or actions are likely to be irrelevant or not 
related to each other. 
B. Process Mining in Forensics 
The main use of audit logs was to monitor performance and to detect intrusions originating from an external 
source. With the passage of time however, the term “intrusion” has begun to express a wider meaning closely 
related to security policy. 
Forensic Data Mining (or Forensic Mining) which originated from Forensic Science can be described as the 
application of data mining techniques and other scientific tools to investigative process for good evidence. In the 
same vein, the investigative process of auditing called forensic auditing could be defined as the application of 
auditing skills to situations that have legal consequences. 
      In most of the cases auditing log files are ordered in a time sequential manner, two consecutive logs or actions 
are likely to be irrelevant or not related to each other. This can be especially true for the network auditing log files. 
Moreover, in the network auditing log files, which are captured by the aforementioned network monitoring tools, 
even one action produces many packets. 
The use of process mining for (internal and external) audits has been gaining in momentum. However, to 
the best of our knowledge there is no previous academic work addressing the intersection of security audits and 
process mining. The idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve real processes (i.e., not assumed 
processes) by extracting knowledge from event logs readily available in today’s (information) systems. Process 
mining includes (automated) process discovery (i.e., extracting process models from an event log), conformance 
checking (i.e., monitoring deviations by comparing model and log), social network/organizational mining, 
automated construction of simulation models, model extension, model repair, case prediction,and history-based 
recommendations. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 
In the proposed working with the audit log of the system which is generated by our data format, 
different kinds of processes accessed during the different user session, our proposed work is based on the 
concept of forensic activities and the process mining, where we introduce a new process analysis method by 
which we discover what the users next application. 
The complete audit log contains the following information: 
1. User type 
2.  Process Name 
3. Access Time 
4. Remote Process 
5. Defined Process 
6. New Process 
This information is represented using a weighted and directed graph. 
 Suppose the complete log contains only three processes than the process can be known as A, B, C and 
the weighed graph is designed as the below and all other session which use this process in defined as the sub 
graph of the reference graph, this weighted graph is used as weighted matrix to evaluate the next user session 
using random walk theory and traversing probability. which node is required to explore. 
                              
                                          Fig.2 Complete Graph of Process 
 
IV. SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 
In the system architecture data is collected form n no. of systems which are connected in network. This 
data is mainly contains the Application Logs , System Logs , Audits Logs and Error .All the Logs having 
different functionally and purpose in which first is  
Application Log : The application log file contains events that are logged by the applications used on a computer 
system. Events that are written to the application log are determined by the developers of the software program, 
not the operating system. 
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Fig.3 System Architecture 
System Log : The system log file contains events that are logged by the operating system components. These 
events are often predetermined by the operating system itself. System log files may contain information about 
device changes, device drivers, system changes, events, operations and more. 
Audit Logs : An audit trail (or audit log) is a security-relevant chronological record, set of records, or destination 
and source of records that provide documentary evidence of the sequence of activities that have affected at any 
time a specific operation, procedure, or event. 
Error Logs : The Error Log view captures all the warnings and errors logged by plug-ins. 
 All this Logs are now come to the data management section in which data are managed by using the 
classification algorithms. After this data are pruned with the help of algorithm, final data come for the detection 
process. For the users behavior detection we use random walk theory.  
Random Walk Theory : The random walk theory is based on stock price change. An investment theory which 
claims that market prices follow a random path up and down, without any influence by past price movements, 
making it impossible to predict with any accuracy which direction the market will move at any point. Investors 
who believe in the random walk theory feel that it is impossible to outperform the market without taking on 
additional risk, and believe that neither fundamental analysis nor technical analysis have any validity. 
V. IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation of the required model is under java virtual machine, which contains a rich class library for 
computational ability. 
 As we discus in the above section we know all the path of the session is a sub-graph of the reference graph. 
 
Reference Graph Building 
• count the number of unique attributes in the attribute set. 
• find all possible path using the formula 
                        path = n! 
 
Similarity computation 
The computation is based on the most relevance probability match which is estimated using First, we build the 
Image similarity graph using following cosine function.  
                            
Where,  
dp belongs to D and D is the total reference set. 
dq is the nearest graph of dp 
 
Error correction  
here we use the iterative technique to reduce the predictive error in the proposed algorithm 
UPLOAD DATA 
APPLICATION LOGS 
SYSTEM LOGS 
AUDIT LOGS 
DATA MANAGEMENT 
CLASSIFICATION & 
DATA PRUNING 
USER BEHAVIOR 
DETECTION 
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where 
          error = real value – predicted value 
that is adjusted in the next predictive value. 
 
VI. EXPECTED OUT COME 
After the successfully implementation of the proposed algorithm we found the following improvement over the 
existing system : 
1. Implementation of new predictive technique that is based on the graph theory. 
2. A method that promises to provide the high performance results . 
3.A comparative study between tradition next path estimation and new path estimation technique. 
 
VII. CONCLUSION 
 
The log files range from a simple system log file to a server side web-based email log file. However, it is easily 
supposed that our investigations of covert channels are not completed due to the lack of information. The 
proposed method is use user relationship graph. This method give better investigation because it maintain 
session by sub graphs. Previous methods use log file for investigation and these method does not cover complete 
information of overall sessions. 
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